
POWERTEXT.ai

Enter your 
and let AI do the 

Product Data 

Magic!

Introducing the ultimate tool for e-commerce success: 

AI-powered software that automatically generates product 
descriptions from your product data. Say goodbye to tedious hours 
of manual writing and hello to perfectly crafted, compelling 
descriptions that drive sales and improve your SEO.
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“
"I can't believe the difference 
PowerText has made for our 
platform. We used to spend a 
fortune on copywriters to 
create product descriptions 
for our sellers, but with this 
tool, I can easily generate 
high-quality, SEO-optimized 
descriptions myself. Not only 
has it saved us money, but it 
has also helped improve 
Bol.com search rankings and 
drive more sales.”



Youri Thorig @Bol.com

Can  really replace

expensive copywriters?

AI
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The issue
Due to the high product information quality standards set by customers and search 
engines, it is of great importance that all products are provided with unique, accurate 
and informative marketing- and product descriptions. 



However, when hundreds or even thousands of products are offered, manually writing 
these unique texts become an extremely time-consuming process.

When it comes to applying Artificial 
intelligence to corporate inquiries, 
Squadra Machine Learning Company 
developed the SAAS PowerText.ai. 
Using this software allows you to 
generate unique product 
descriptions in an automated 
manner, only consuming a fraction 
of the time and money spent 
otherwise. The software generates 
these descriptions based on 
templates and already available 
product information. And although 
SEO-marketing texts are able to be 
efficiently generated by our 
software, other types of texts can 
also be generated with the help of 
artificial intelligence.



This tool generates not only unique 
but also high quality content for 
each individual product. increasing 
the performance of your long-tail 
strategy.

Long tail products


66% of marketing leaders say AI will 
enable their team to focus more on 

strategic marketing activities.

85% of executives believe AI will allow 
their companies to obtain or sustain a 

competitive advantage.
The Boston Consulting Group, “Is Your Business Ready for Artificial Intelligence,” Sept. 2017.Google/MIT Technology Review Insights, Global, ML Leaders and Laggards

SEO improvements


Increased Efficiency


Due to these unique and accurate 
descriptions your website’s search 
engine ranking will be higher. Higher 
rankings in search engines provide 
for an enhanced product visibility. 
generally we see conversion 
improvements of 2% - 5%.



Nowadays, this form of SEO

is of great importance for every 
online retailer, wholesaler or web 
shop.



All of this is achieved in a few clicks. 
the AI-driven SAAS platform allows 
your copywriters/content creators to 
generate thousands of descriptions 
in a matter of minutes across the 
range of your product portfolio. 

Numbers never lie
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Easy as 1, 2, 3...

2

3

Powertext.ai strives to be user-friendly without compromising any of its features. Take 
a look below to see how simple Powertext.ai really is.

Upload

Upload an Excel file 

with your product data 
by simply dragging and 

dropping it into our 
software.

Build

Build your template 
using AI and custom 
conditions applied to 

your data.

Configure

Configure your 

template by appending 
SEO keywords for 

example.

Generate

You’re now ready to 

generate your unique 
product descriptions 
and boost your SEO!

1
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Let’s talk money
Instead of telling you how much money you can save by using PowerText.ai over your 
average copywriter, we would rather show you. Take a look at the calculations below 
for a side-by-side comparison taking into account 10.000 unique products for both a 
copywriter and our software.

>> Set up fee: €4000

>> Monthly hosting costs: €175

>> Scale-price per month: €1000

>> Set up fee: €4000

>> Monthly hosting costs: €175

>> Scale-price per month: €1000
>> Total amount due: € 5.175

>> Total amount saved: € 57.325>> Total amount saved: € 57.325

>> Total amount due: € 5.175
-/-

+

Number of products Number of products

Hourly wage Hourly wage

Time per description Time per description

Descriptions per product Descriptions per product

10.000 10.000

Total amount due Total amount due

€ 62.500

Copywriter POWERTEXT.AI

€ 62.500

€25.00 €25.00

15 min. 15 min.

1 1
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But... does it work?
We’ve shown you that PowerText.ai is cheaper, faster and easier, but is it also better? 
Is AI really capable of writing high-quality product descriptions?



We think it’s best to let you be the judge of that. Take a look below for an example of 
data that went in for phone cases, and text that came out. 

0137962 Apple 11 XR Blue Wallet Yes Leather

0137962 Apple 11 XR Blue Wallet Yes Leather

0436987 Apple 14 XS Blue Back cover Yes Aluminium

0174980 Apple 11 XR Blue Wallet No TPU

0838495 Apple 11 XR Brown Wallet Yes TPU

0237701 Apple 14 XS White Slide Yes Leather

0498067 Apple SE Black Back cover Yes TPU

0769913 Apple SE Blue Wallet No Plastic

0293615 Apple 8 Red Wallet Yes TPU

EAN Brand Model Color Type MaterialWireless charging

What you need to know about this case

Introducing the made by 

 in stunning !

This case is not only stylish, but also practical with its 

 feature. It has a secure slot for storing cards, cash, 
and other small essentials, making it perfect for everyday 
use.



But that's not all - this case also , 
so you can easily charge your phone without having to 
remove the case. And with its  construction, it provides 
reliable protection against bumps, scratches, and other 
types of damage.



So if you want a case that not only looks good, but also 
provides convenience and protection, the 

 in  is the perfect choice.

iPhone 11 XR TPU Wallet Case 
Apple blue

built-
in wallet

 supports wireless charging

TPU

iPhone 11 XR TPU 
Wallet Case blue

Add to cart
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Where to go from here?

I’m ready to go

I still need a little convincing

Some of our happy clients

Are you ready to stop spending a fortune on copy and start improving your SEO by 
implementing AI to automatically generate unique product descriptions for every 
single one of your products? Great!



There are a couple of ways in which you can get started today:

Joey Jacobs

CCO

Book demo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtmbaXisrQw

POWERTEXT.ai

https://calendly.com/joey-jacobs/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtmbaXisrQw

